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Top Rated Local® is pleased to announce that Corazon
Events is not only the number one event planning
service in New Mexico, but one of the top 25
businesses in that state overall for 2019!
With dozens of positive reviews on verified sites, Corazon Events
(https://www.topratedlocal.com/corazon-events-reviews) has earned a 98.00 Rating Score™, a perfect
five-star rating average, and a 2019 Top Rated Local award. The following is just one of the reviews that
they’ve received:

“The skill, professionalism, and diplomacy exhibited by Camilla and the Corazon Events
team during the planning and execution of my daughter’s Bat Mitzvah was beyond
compare. Our unique family dynamic presented many challenges that Camilla navigated
with tact and aplomb. Her emails and communications were always polite and
professional. Throughout the process, Camilla remained forthright and impartial;
expressing her opinions succinctly and articulately. Camilla ably accommodated the
demands of various headstrong individuals, all while incorporating a myriad of di erent
styles and tastes into a seamless confluence of imaginatively themed media. Needless to
say, the events themselves were carried out to perfection. The catering, room layout,
and timeline were precise and well organized. The elegant flowers and decorations
created a lively, fun, and festive atmosphere. It was a very special night for me and my
family. I am grateful to Corazon Events for making it happen.” -Josh R.

A One-of-a-Kind Event Planner’s Secret to a Strong Online
Reputation

We got a chance to speak with Camilla
Dominguez, the owner of Corazon Events
(https://www.topratedlocal.com/corazonevents-reviews), about her business’ sensational
online reputation.
If you ask Camilla, she’ll say the secret to her
business’ success is honesty. She is highly
invested in ensuring that her clients have a phenomenal experience, saying, “We just truly put the client
first, and we truly work with every client’s style and budget. We’re not a one-size-fits-all type of event
company, so everything we do is 100-percent customized to our client’s needs.”

Making the World a Better Place By Making Moments To Remember
Making dreams happen is the name of the game for Camilla and her team. In fact, that’s the whole
reason she got into this business in the first place. “I do what I do because I am inspired by connecting
people to their dreams, and most of our events are memorable events or milestone events,” she said.
“So, I would say helping people achieve their goals and making things memorable and becoming part of
their memories is my passion. It’s equally as gratifying for us as it is for them, because it’s a day that our
clients will remember forever and so will we.”

Thank you for speaking with us, Camilla! Congratulations to the team at Corazon Events
(https://www.topratedlocal.com/corazon-events-reviews) for being a 2019 Top Rated Local award
winner!
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